MISSION BRIEFING
Get your cover identity and prepare to test your spy skills throughout the museum on your UNDERCOVER MISSION.

STEALING SECRETS
Explore the art and science of spying - from human intelligence gathering to the evolution of imagery and signals collection methods.

MAKING SENSE OF SECRETS
How do analysts make sense of collected intelligence and assess issues? Think like an analyst by exploring stories of intelligence problems and through a series of “mind games.”

COVERT ACTION
Governments send operatives on missions to foreign countries to secretly influence events in their favor. Learn about the people, planning, tools, and consequences of different types of covert operations.

EXHIBITS CONTINUE
ON 4TH FLOOR
EXHIBITS START
ON 5TH FLOOR

DEBRIEFING CENTER
Receive your UNDERCOVER MISSION performance debrief that summarizes your top spy skills.

UNDERCOVER MISSION
Go undercover and test your spy skills on a mission as you travel the Museum’s permanent exhibitions. This RFID-enabled experience tracks your performance on interactives and provides you with a debrief upon conclusion. Access will also be granted to a website where you can “meet” spies like you and access your full debrief and photos.

*UNDERCOVER MISSION IS INCLUDED WITH MUSEUM ADMISSION.

SPYING THAT SHAPED HISTORY
Explore stories that illustrate the impact of intelligence on history, including successes and failures, new tech tools, and the tension in balancing secrecy and openness.

AN UNCERTAIN WORLD
Spy agencies help protect their countries from threats—real, perceived, or contrived. Find out how nations have struggled to assess who poses a threat and how they can be stopped.
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